
Aleksandar Atanasovski
Fullstack web developer
Email: aleksandaratanasovski1994@gmail.com
Github:https://github.com/atalek
Linkedin:https://www.linkedin.com/in/aleksandar-atanasovski-16b123263/
Portfolio:https://www.atalek.com/

Summary:

Passionate web developer with a strong foundation in problem-solving and a
thirst for mastering new technologies. Proactive and adept at autonomous work,
tackling complex issues through independent research and initiative. Leveraging
a diverse skill set in web technologies to craft beautiful, interactive UIs with
frameworks like Vue, Nuxt, React, and Next.js. For server-side logic, I'm
proficient in Node.js (Nitro and Express). Tailwind and Bootstrap are my go-to
tools for design, while TypeScript's type safety and expressiveness elevate both
the development experience and the maintainability of my code. A commitment
to continuous learning ensures my solutions are modern and effective.

Skills and competences:
● Front-End Development:Vue,Nuxt3,React,Next.js (SPA & SSR) with Typescript
● Styling libraries:TailwindCSS & Bootstrap 5
● Back-End Development:Nodejs(Express & Nitro)
● Databases:SQL(SQLite,MySQL) & NoSQL(MongoDB)
● Languages:Macedonian(native),English(Professional Working Proficiency)

Personal Projects:

● AmpeDent: Dental office web application built with
Next.js,TailwindCSS,MongoDB with Mongoose and NextAuth.It includes
functionality such as scheduling appointments and admin panel for
appointment management.

● JobGlimpse-Job Board: Job board web application built with Nuxt 3,
TailwindCSS, Turso SQLite, Stripe and Cloudinary. Features include
responsive design, easy job creation and featured post promotions.

● ATAL-Pizza Food Ordering: A full-stack food ordering application using
Nuxt 3, MongoDB, TailwindCSS, Sidebase nuxt-auth, AWS S3 for image
uploads, and Stripe checkout. Features include a shopping cart, user
profiles, and admin tools for product,users and order management.

● NuxtShop eCommerce: eCommerce platform built with Nuxt 3, MongoDB,
Pinia, Bootstrap 5, Lucia Auth and Stripe checkout. It includes essential
functionalities such as a shopping cart, product reviews, and admin tools for
seamless product, user, and order management.

● ampeConvert: Image processing web application built with
React,TailwindCSS,Express,sharp and AWS S3. It allows users to convert
images into different formats and resize them according to their needs.
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